
 

The Pro Hygiene Collection® Guide for Professionals 
Looking out for the health and safety of your clients is an essential part of being a makeup artist and 
beauty professional. This means making sure products, brushes, tools, accessories and hands are kept as 

clean as possible while practising proficient, hygienic and 
professional makeup application and beauty treatments. 
 

The Pro Hygiene Collection® comprises its “hero”, Antibacterial 
Makeup Spray, a sanitizing spray for use on makeup products 
that kills 99.99% of bacteria within 60 seconds and inhibits 
further growth of bacteria between uses (without affecting 
product performance), antibacterial Makeup Brush Cleaner 
for natural and synthetic pro brushes, Makeup Brush & Sponge 
Sanitizing wash, a refreshing, no-rinse Hand Sanitizing Gel and 
the superfast, effective alcohol-free “Melt Away” All In One 
Makeup Remover.	 
 

 

By their very nature, many makeup products provide prime breeding grounds for bacteria and fungus.  
Combined with the fact that 80% of germs are transferred by hands and it’s no wonder makeup 
application can be full of hidden dangers.  By using The Pro Hygiene Collection® as part of hygienic work 
practice, you can dramatically reduce the risk you expose yourself and clients to. 
 

 

Why do I need The Pro Hygiene Collection®? 
 

The Pro Hygiene Collection®  
Makeup’s secret hygiene weapon for what you can and can’t see on 
your makeup, hands, your brushes, eyes, lips and face. 



	
	

The "hero" product and a must-have for all makeup professionals 
is Antibacterial Makeup Spray, which kills 99.99% of germs within 
60 seconds of application without affecting product 
performance.  Once used, it inhibits regrowth of bacteria on the 
surface of makeup products between uses and can be used to 
clean hard tools and accessories too – not for use on makeup 
brushes.  
 
For use on pressed and loose powders, creams, gels, pigments, 
lipsticks and pencils (not for use on makeup brushes): 

 

Step 1 Hold Antibacterial Makeup Spray approximately 30 cm from the 
makeup you wish to sanitize and pump one full spray onto the surface of 
the product.   
Step 2 If you are sanitizing a large product (e.g. an eye shadow palette), 
pump a second spray to ensure the full surface area has been covered but be careful – you do not 
want to saturate the product. 
Step 3 Leave product to dry for 60 to 80 seconds. 
Step 4 Wipe any spray residue off the hard product packaging with a tissue.  Use makeup as normal. 
 

For use on makeup and hard beauty tools: 

 

Step 1 Hold Antibacterial Makeup Spray 30 cm from the item you wish to sanitize.  You can use the spray 
to clean pencil sharpeners, eyelash curlers, metal spatulas, mixing palettes, tweezers and many other 
hard tools and accessories – not for use on makeup brushes. 
Step 2 Pump one full spray onto the area to be sanitized and leave for 60 to 80 seconds. 
Step 3 Wipe remaining spray residue from the item using a clean tissue.  Use item as normal. 
 

 
 
 
 

Makeup Brush Cleaner cleans and sanitizes natural and synthetic 
makeup brushes by removing product residue, oil and pigments and 
kills 99.99% of bacteria within 60 seconds. 
 

Step 1 Spray Makeup Brush Cleaner directly onto makeup brush 
from 15 cm, holding the brush over tissue or kitchen towel.  
Step 2 Wipe brush on tissue.  For natural hair brushes wipe the brush 
in the direction of hair follicles so as not to damage the brush.  
Continue wiping brush until all makeup residue is removed. 
Step 3 You may need to repeat steps 1 and 2 for larger brushes or 
deeper pigments but be careful not to over-soak brushes. 

Step 4 Leave brushes for a few minutes until completely dry before using 
again as normal. 
 

 
Refreshing and antibacterial, Hand Sanitizing Gel safely and 
effectively kills 99.99% of bacteria within 60 seconds and cleans 
hands without the need for soap, water or rinsing. 
 

Step 1 Remove jewellery and watches to ensure all areas can be 
fully cleaned and sanitized. 
Step 2 Wipe off any makeup residue that may be on your hands 
with a clean tissue to make sure they are dry. 
Step 3 Apply a small amount (about half a pump is enough) 
of Hand Sanitizing Gel to the palm of your hand. 

Step 4 Rub hands together to distribute the sanitizer, making sure that 
you include your wrists, around your nails and between fingers.  Do this 
for around 20 to 30 seconds, or until hands are completely dry.  

How to use The Pro Hygiene Collection’s® Antibacterial Makeup Spray 
 

 

How to use The Pro Hygiene Collection’s® Makeup Brush Cleaner 
 

 
 
 

 
 

How to use The Pro Hygiene Collection’s® Hand Sanitizing Gel 
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For eyes, lips and face, “Melt Away” All in One Makeup Remover 
cleans and removes water-proof and long wear makeup, gentle 
and alcohol free.  
 
Step 1 Shake gently before using.   
Step 2 Soak a clean cotton pad and gently wipe pad over dry face.  
Step 3 Place over closed eyelid for a few seconds before wiping 
downwards. 
Step 4 Repeat application with a fresh cotton pad as necessary. 
 
 

 

 
The Makeup Brush & Sponge Sanitizing Wash hygienically cleans both 
natural and synthetic makeup brushes, sponges and puffs, without drying 
or causing damage.  
	

Step 1 Wet makeup brushes, sponges and powder puffs with warm 
water and apply a 10 pence piece size amount of the product, 
gently working it into the brush, sponge or puff and into a gentle 
lather. 
Step 2 Rinse under slow running warm water until clean of suds. 
Step 3 Repeat as required in order to remove all traces of residue, 
and then wipe excess water off on a clean towel or tissue and leave 
to dry. 
Step 4 Leave makeup brushes flat with the brush head over the 
edge of a surface allowing air to circulate.  
 

The Pro Hygiene Collection® has been independently laboratory-tested and proven effective against 
99.99% of bacteria, providing the best possible protection.  

 
 
 
 
*Independently laboratory tested. Conforms to BS EN 1276:2009 for the bacterial activity of chemical disinfectants 
and antiseptics. Kills 99.99% of bacteria and Candida albicans within 60 seconds of application. The Pro Hygiene 
Collection® has been formulated to EU Reach and ISO standards and is made in the UK.  

 
 

How to use The Pro Hygiene Collection’s® Makeup Remover 
 

How to use The Pro Hygiene Collection’s® Makeup Brush & Sponge Sanitizing Wash 
 

The science behind the facts 
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Checking off these top tips before any makeup application, be it bridal, catwalk, studio or at a beauty 
counter, is a simple but effective way to make sure you’re always practising basic safe beauty protocol 
and avoiding dangerous cross-contamination.   
 

¨ First impressions count  
A dirty kit = dirty makeup artist/counter/beauty therapist/treatment 
room.  Making sure basic equipment is clean and 100% sanitized will go 
a long way to setting the right tone for your work.  

¨ Hygiene ritual - wipe in/wipe out 
Sanitize, clean and wipe all tools and products.  Do this in front of your 
client to make sure they KNOW you are hygienic and recognise the 
importance of their health and safety.  Use The Pro Hygiene Collection® 

¨ Hands up!  
Did you sanitize your hands first? 80% of germs are transferred by hands, 
so don’t compromise your clean kit and tools by simply not sanitizing 
your hands. 

¨ If in doubt… sample that out!   
Always decant products into clean palettes, tissues or onto clean hands.  
This means you will not be tempted to double dip back in to the original products. 

¨ Pro brushes and applicators 
Never blow onto brushes and applicators - gently tap away any excess product instead.  Also, 
clean brushes between clients and at the end of every day. Use The Pro Hygiene Collection®. 

 
¨ Wave a clean wand or applicator 

Cut off your mascara wand/lip and eyeliner applicators upon purchase to remind you not to 
contaminate through double dipping.  Use a disposable. 

¨ Mono dipping moment  
No double dipping! “Double dipping” means reloading the same 
mascara wand or makeup applicator by dipping it into the tube of 
product more than once and results in cross-contamination of both 
products and customers. Mono dip instead.   

¨ Sharpen, sketch and sharpen  
Sanitize makeup pencils by sharpening them between clients and 
clean your sharpener each time too.  

¨ Leave out the latex 
Use latex-free sponges to avoid subjecting clients to potential 
allergic reactions. 

¨ Looks count 
If it doesn’t look/smell right, don’t use it.  Respect the shelf life of your products. 

¨ Ensure you’re insured 
Don’t underestimate the importance of insurance. And it’s not just public liability that’s 
important.  Make sure you’re covered for kit, money and legal too. 

                                                                                       

Top hygiene tips for beauty professionals 
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For more information on The Pro Hygiene Collection® visit: www.theprohygienecollection.com or 
www.divaprofessionalbeauty.com 
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